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1. Survey of Energy Cloud applications in electricity markets 

This market study reviews market design issues and practical applications related to energy cloud services 

in electricity markets. The energy cloud concept itself covers a large spectrum of services and applications.   

This study is arranged as follows: 

1. Main changes in electricity markets and emerging energy cloud services  
2. Case studies  
3. Feedback from experts -  selected views based on interviews 

 
The report is done for Oulu University affiliated BCDC-Energy project1. The focus of this report is on retail 

end of the electricity market in Finland, although we present cases from other countries as well. 

We shall first review some of the main driving forces that affect to the development of the Finnish/Nordic 

electricity markets.  Some of these changes are already taking place, some are foreseeable in near future 

(0-5 years) and some in longer run (10 + years). 

 

Changes in electricity markets  
The Nordic (and European) electricity markets will face changes and challenges (and possibilities) which will 

mould the structure and working of the market as we now know. Such changes are based on the 

possibilities of smart grids and include: market entry of decentralised and intermittent power generation, 

increase in electricity cars, information technology applications to control and aggregate consumption, new 

storing devices, more active customer participation etc. These changes spin new actors to the market and 

force existing players to change their business strategies. The emergence of distributed energy resources, 

cloud based services and the need for flexibility (both in consumption and generation) are some of the new 

market design elements that have become already reality. The distributed energy resources range from 

rooftop solar photovoltaic systems to smart thermostats that allow residents to control heating or cooling 

systems via their smartphones. Overall it is fair to say that days of solely supply side driven markets are 

over, in future the customer role will be more important. This causes challenges to regulators, network 

companies and legislators as technologies and business models change more quickly and old regulatory 

framework need flexible responses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.bcdcenergia.fi/en/ 
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Figure 1. New actors in the electricity market 

 

Source: Siemens 

Household consumers are bound to take a more active role in the future market.  This could mean selling 

small-scale photovoltaic energy generation or participating in demand response contracts. At the same 

time consumers need easy and reliable applications that respond to hourly prices and coming weather 

forecasts automatically. Only few customers are prepared actively to monitor their energy use or energy 

prices. Customers are interested in automated applications that are easy to use. One challenge for higher 

consumer participation is the lack of incentives, energy is currently very cheap and represents only one 

third of the energy bill (2/3 being taxes and network payments). While Finland has, even in global terms, 

very advanced ‘smart’ electricity market optimisation technology already available at household level, a 

wider spread usage of these devices calls for good working examples (and clear communication of these) as 

well as better incentives. 

Finland has recently published its national energy and climate plan2 and that indicates how Finland is going 

to reach the EU’s 2030 targets for renewable energy, energy efficiency and EU effort sharing. The plan aims 

to rise renewable energy share to 50 percent, half its oil use and abandon coal by 2030. The plan did not 

include the goal of 100 % renewable share target for Finland. 

While the energy and climate policy goals give strong political driver for changes in electricity markets the 

equally strong (or even stronger) driver comes from technological changes that allow new applications and 

business models.  

Some of the new technological innovations are already entering the market while others are visible in 

longer term scenarios. The role of the public sector is important in terms of speeding up some of the new 

innovations (for example E-Cars in Norway3).  Below are listed some major electricity market developments 

divided into short run and long run perspectives that have risen in discussions with electricity market 

                                                           
2 http://tem.fi/en/energy-and-cliamte-strategy-2016 
3 Finnish government is also considering some kind of support 
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experts. Some of these may not take place, some are for sure missed, but the fact remains that gone are 

the days of one-directional-centralised electricity markets that we know to this date.   

Probable changes in the short run (0-5 years): 

 Small scale generation units will enter the market in increasing amounts 

 Renewable energy sources (PV and wind + geothermal) will become more and more common 

 E-cars will become more popular, slowly but surely depending on state support 

 Electricity market spot prices will become more volatile 

 Customer participation increases 

 Spot market related electricity contracts increase their share steadily among households 

 Electricity spot price driven heating systems will become more common 

 Heating market will become more active in providing flexibility 

 Zero or negative prices will become more frequent (especially in Sweden).  
 

Probable changes in longer run (5-20 years): 

 Battery technology will become more available and this will be the ‘game changer’ in many ways 

 Smart battery charging systems (E-car or other) will penetrate the market 

 Microgrids will become more common (centralised electricity system will remain however) 

 Power to gas technologies increase 

 Power based pricing (distribution tariffs or generation) 

 Energy is almost ‘free’4 but it’s availability at certain times becomes valuable and this is priced 

 Energy power capacity of the total system will be 3-4 times greater than the peak load.  
 

The role of the state and energy policy will be important drivers to the change, but not necessarily the main 

ones. The main driver most likely is going to be a combination of consumer-need/flexibility-facilitating 

technological developments and applications.  

The change of the electricity system from a one-way street to a two-sided highway is described in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Even though the marginal cost would be close to zero it does not mean, de facto, that energy is free.  
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Figure 2. The changing market landscape in electricity markets 

 

 

Source: Siemens 

The emerging new electricity market development means that new platforms will be necessary to manage 

the increasing two-way complexity of the market data. Smart grids, virtual power plants/aggregators, 

energy clouds are emerging concepts in electricity markets.  Virtual Power Plant5 (VPP) connects several 

load or generation units via digital connectors to be used and controlled as a larger unit. The term 

aggregator is often used to describe units that connect several households to one unit in order to be able to 

control their load usage. VPP is therefore also an aggregator and these terms mean more or less the same 

thing. Below is one illustration of the VPP mechanism. VPP or aggregator is connected to a cloud service 

which handles data and calculation (via energy cloud).   

                                                           
5 In fact, the name is somewhat misleading as there is nothing virtual the plant does – it deals with real power 
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Figure 3. Example of a Virtual Power Plant 

Source: Fortum 

Energy cloud includes several tasks (weather forecasting, electricity spot price data, data analysis etc.) and 

these are connected to platforms that handle for example the VPP function. Below is illustrated one 

example how an integrated system could look like. 

Figure 4. Example of energy cloud inclusive platform to administer different actors’ data 

 

Source: Siemens 
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Renewable energy and support 

Support mechanisms should be technology neutral and transparent.  In Sweden, there is the green 

certificate system in which renewable energy producers get certificates and the electricity retailers and 

other large buyers are required to purchase these certificates. The certificate price will determine the level 

of support for the renewable producer.  

In Finland, the wind support is valid for 12 years and it is calculated from difference of the 3 month 

Nordpool Spot price average and the support price (83,5 Euros per MWh). After 12 years wind power gets 

the Nordpool spot price.  

Finland has seen modest increase in solar and wind power capacities during recent years. Wind power is 

supported by feed-in tariffs and the target is to have 2500 MW of wind by 2020. Solar power is not 

supported and its development has been fairly slow as many regulatory and marketing issues remain to be 

solved. Geothermal power has increased its popularity but mainly at household level.  Renewable energy 

projects should be advanced on the basis of supplier competition within which the state provides right 

amount of incentives for winning the project. Such framework is missing now. Finnish energy policy has 

been driven by the international climate change agreement targets.  The approach can be described as 

‘commitment to the agreed but not exceeding it’ policy where the position has been wait and see on 

certain issues.  

Sweden has taken bolder approach on energy policy. Sweden has announced that nuclear power will not be 

an option in future and Swedish power generation consists of 100% renewable energy sources by 2040. In 

effect this means huge increases of renewable (mainly wind, PV, geothermal energy) sources. Sweden has 

already 6000 MW of wind power. Sweden has also very large hydro capacity which makes the integration of 

wind and PV power less challenging than in Finland.  

Norway is already almost 100 % hydro dominated country and Denmark has high (0ver 20 %) wind power 

penetration already. So, for the Nordic electricity market the renewable energy sources will change market 

dynamics most in Sweden and Finland.  

Certification process of renewable electricity in Finland is currently ‘heavy’ and the requirement of 

certification at all stages makes it impossible for a retailer to re-sell PV power as renewable power as the 

certification requirement is needed. In future, the PV power producer could get green certificates which 

could be traded.  

If electricity is to be sold as renewable source electricity it needs to be issued a guarantee of origin6. The 
Guarantee of Origin (GO) is European system of verification of renewable electricity. Renewable energy 

                                                           

6 In Finland, guarantees of origin are issued by the transmission system operator Fingrid. Renewable energy 
sources are: Wind power, Solar power, Air source heat energy, Geothermal and hydrothermal energy, 
Ocean energy, Hydropower, Biomass, Landfill gas, sewage treatment plant gas and biogas 
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generators receive GOs for the electricity it sells. These can be sold further. There are at least two problems 
currently: 

1. With current very low GO prices there is little incentive to invest in renewable capacity. Power 
plant in Finland can buy very cheaply GOs from, say, Germany if he wants to sell, say, wind power. 
In fact, the current renewable support schemes (feed-in or premium tariffs, green certificates etc.) 
are overlapping and in some sense mixing with the GO system 

2. If the GO prices rise to a high level, this would contradict the need to develop storage possibilities 
as storage always involves efficiency loss (storage costs and there is loss in energy). The higher the 
GO price the higher the incentive to feed power to network. 

Current price level for GOs is very low (of the order 0,2 euros per MWh). GO system is in a way conflicting 

the idea of smart grid with clever storage possibilities.  Also, if one observes the costs of the system7 and 

relates it to the current demand for such products (the low price) one might draw the conclusion that 

renewables are supported more than the market would indicate is necessary? 

Changes in generation mixes and efficiencies of storage  

The zero CO2 electricity generation mix in future can be realised using the nuclear, hydro and renewable 

power mix in Finland. Sweden is going to abandon the nuclear option by 2040 and increase its wind and PV 

power considerably more than Finland.  In future, there will be developments on power to gas 

technologies8 and even ethanol making from CO2
9.  Of the new fuel types tried in cars, hydrogen has its 

problems in terms safety image10.  

In short/medium term (0-5 years) perspective it is unlikely that there are major changes in fuel or storing 

innovations that would change Finnish/Nordic electricity market dynamics. In the longer term (10-20) years 

the storing capability can become major ‘game changer’ in the electricity markets around the world.  At the 

same time, it is good to bear in mind that storing is being conducted via natural sources (like hydro storage 

or geothermal) with near 100 percent efficiency. Battery type charging will always involve loss of energy. 

The loss of efficiency is roughly 20 % (inclusive rectifier, charging, unloading, inverter) if battery is charged 

from electricity taken from network. Such charging could happen for car or household batteries. If the 

distribution tariff would be power based, the battery system could compete, say, hydropower efficiency 

                                                           
7 

http://www.fingrid.fi/fi/asiakkaat/asiakasliitteet/Alkuperatakuu/Palvelu%202016/2.%20Ajankohtaista%20alkuper%C3

%A4takuupalvelusta.pdf 

 
8 https://www.technologyreview.com/s/510066/audi-to-make-fuel-using-solar-power/ 
9 https://www.ornl.gov/news/nano-spike-catalysts-convert-carbon-dioxide-directly-ethanol 

 
10 http://www.computerworld.com/article/2852323/heres-why-hydrogen-fueled-cars-arent-little-hindenburgs.html 

http://www.fingrid.fi/fi/asiakkaat/asiakasliitteet/Alkuperatakuu/Palvelu%202016/2.%20Ajankohtaista%20alkuper%C3%A4takuupalvelusta.pdf
http://www.fingrid.fi/fi/asiakkaat/asiakasliitteet/Alkuperatakuu/Palvelu%202016/2.%20Ajankohtaista%20alkuper%C3%A4takuupalvelusta.pdf
https://www.ornl.gov/news/nano-spike-catalysts-convert-carbon-dioxide-directly-ethanol
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better. If solar panel charges battery (that is connected to the network) the loss of energy is much less, 

even as low as 4%, due to the direct current loading11.  

In general, there are always costs involved in using battery technology if the comparison is geothermal or 

hydro reservoir resources. This is especially relevant in the Nordic market which has vast hydro power 

resources in Norway and Sweden. 

If power based tariffs are applied and only peak hours become more expensive the storage could become 

economical at household end of the market.  In that case batteries could be utilised efficiently in system-

wide sense as well. Finland is a sparsely habited country with long distances between consumption points. 

The power based tariffs would facilitate more efficient usage of batteries (not so much in large cities). The 

downside is that power based tariffs give lower incentives for local small scale generation investment. 

Currently investment to PV system is incentivised by the fact that electricity distribution tariffs are energy 

based. So there are challenges for the optimal market design. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

It is widely held view that an efficient way for achieving the climate policy goals (substituting the fossil 

fuels) is a working energy (electricity) market and well working CO2 permit market. The requirement is a 

support mechanisms that is technology neutral (like the current ETS) with price signals that are adequate 

(unlike the current ETS) and countries sharing the same energy market having co-ordinated energy policy 

goals. Currently Nordic electricity wholesale market is often referred as a ‘success story’ on how multi-

national electricity markets should be arranged. As it is evident, however, even well working markets 

cannot survive large quantities of capacity entry that is not market based (renewable, nuclear) and a lack of 

co-ordination between member country policy goals.   

Transition to totally CO2 free electricity generation in Finland will require transitory flexible generation 

sources, more cross-border transmission capacity to West and power based pricing incentives. In the long 

run (10-20 years) battery technology can become major game changer in all electricity markets.   

 

 

                                                           
11 No need for rectifier. Problem may arise from the fact that PV generation is at highest when price is high and may 
be bad deal to shift day power to night power (in terms of price).  

To illustrate the effect of energy based distribution tariff on storing profitability let the hour 1 and 2 

spot prices be 10 and 20 respectively.  Without consideration of the effect of distribution it would 

be profitable to take electricity from network at hour 1, store the generated electricity and at hour 

1 and sell at 0,9 efficiency at hour 2. The profit would be 18-10= 8. Assume now that distribution 

costs 100 during both hours. Now the store and sell later strategy results to loss as the hour 1 cost 

is 110 and hour 2 income is 108, i.e. loss of 2. Smart grid applications means optimisation hourly 

production/battery charging and this should be facilitated by the underlying infrastructure pricing 

structure. 
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2. Case studies 

 
We shall look at six different cases, three from Finland, one from Sweden, one from Estonia and one 
from UK. 

 

Case Fortum  

The first case we shall look at is the Fortum Fiksu application. It is a household based contract which 
takes advantage of hourly electricity prices and uses the cheapest hours of the day for heating via 
installed control box.  Calculation is done in cloud and there is a gateway link to household that is 
connected either via 3G or wifi. Households using Fortum Fiksu are equipped with temperature 
detectors.   

  

                 Figure 5. Fortum control box 

 

There are basically three different types of Fiksu contracts, depending on the type of household heating 
system: 

1. Households that have oil based heating are mainly concerned how is the oil price vs. electricity 
price developing. If oil price is very high relative to electricity the heating is based on electricity. Day 
ahead prices for the next coming 24 hours are published each day at 2 p.m. and these are read to 
the control device which is installed to the customer. In many oil based heating systems 80 % of oil 
has been substituted by electricity. 

2.  The second type of Fiksu contract is aimed at water based heating systems (heat boilers) and this 
optimises the heating of the water boiler against the electricity spot prices. Customer sets the 
wanted heat profile and the control minimises cost of heating within the allowed temperature 
band. Contrary to common belief the night hours may be much more expensive that early morning 
hours.  

3. The newest Fiksu contract type is aimed at electricity heated households. The only water reservoir 
is that used for consumption (not for heating). Here the main heat storage is the house itself. As 
above the customer sets the allowed variation in house temperature. Typically (if the house is 
empty) the daytime heating is switched off. 
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Fortum can control the loads and participates the regulating market. Also, it can handle its own balancing 

needs via the control of the load. The Fiksu contract customer gets real-time metering as part of the 

package. He/She has also the possibility to monitor the house temperature via smart phone.  

The Fiksu contract involved fixed investment cost plus monthly payment. The basic package costs 530 euros 

+ 9,9 euros per month. Installation cost is 550 euros. 

Fortum has also a megawatt-scale Li-ion (lithium-ion) battery project for energy storage. A Saft Intensium® 

Max containerised battery system, with a nominal output of 2 megawatts (MW) and 1 megawatt hour 

(MWh) of energy capacity, is installed at Fortum’s Suomenoja power plant as part of the largest electricity 

storage pilot project in the Nordic area. Fortum’s objective is to research the suitability and optimum usage 

of batteries used for storing electricity to maintain a power balance in the electricity system. In addition, 

the research will explore new opportunities offered by electricity storage and by the flexible intermediate 

storage of electricity. The battery project is an extension of Fortum’s pioneering experiment, started in 

March 2016, in which a virtual power plant (VPP) based, on demand flexibility is being built together with 

customers. The capacity of this power plant will be offered to the national grid company Fingrid to maintain 

a continuous power balance in the electricity system. 

Case Siemens/HELEN 
The second case comes from the Helsinki city energy company Helen Ltd. Helen has a pilot project 

associated with Viikki environment house12 that aims to create Finland’s most energy efficient office 

building. The energy system of the Viikki environmental house is illustrated in the picture below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12 http://www.hel.fi/www/ymk/en/centre/environment-house/ 
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Figure 6. Vikki environment house energy system 

 

The energy system consists of 60 kWp solar panels, 45 kWh/90 kW electricity storage and electricity car 

charging station.  In addition, the Viikki house has four small wind turbines and its cooling is done via 

geothermal wells.  

The energy system is controlled by Siemens Distributed Energy Management System (DEMS) control 

system which is presented in more detail below. In short DEMS optimises use of solar power taking into 

account the storage needs and possibilities and the need for electricity car charging. It also takes into 

account costs and the state of the distribution network. 

The Viikki House pilot project focuses on control and optimisation of new type of energy system that is 

based on many sources of energy and the possibility to store energy. In addition to the local optimisation 

the project may extend to use the DEMS as platform for load flexibility services. 

Digitalisation enables fast and efficient exchange of information between different information systems. 

The cloud service by Siemens is one example how distributed energy system can be controlled and 

optimised. In the DEMS-system the distributed and widely located consumption and production units are 

aggregated to form a larger virtual power plant. Helen considers DEMS for more general use as aggregator 

of load and provider of demand flexibility. 
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Siemens and Helen are currently integrating their information systems to enable exchange of data. The 

integrated DEMS information system is illustrated below. 

Figure 7a. Siemens DEMS system

 

 

Viikki house reserve capacity can be sold to the TSO (Fingrid) reserve market via DEMS. In the above picture 

the distributed units A-C can range from sizes of 10 kW to several megawatts (one being the Viikki house). 

Each unit is linked to DEMS system via which the collective control is executed. Sales operations of HELEN 

can acquire information via DEMS when a customer can participate to load flexibility service and also when 

the TSO, Fingrid, needs more flexibility. The control can be done either in real time or in advance by using 

pre-defined profiles. The system increases energy system optimisation and improves energy efficiency. 
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Figure 7b. DEMS in larger context: RWE example 

 

 

Case Cleworks/Clebox 
The third case is Cleworks Ltd13 which is specialized in providing services for smart energy usage. The main 

product is called CleBox which is a new generation home energy management system. By optimizing 

automatically the usage of any connected electrical equipment the service is helping customers to increase 

residential comfort and safety, save energy and reduce cost of electricity by using the cheapest hours 

optimally. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 http://www.cleworks.fi/en/company 
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Figure 8. Cleworks Clebox 

 

Clebox is a service package that consists of hardware (the box and detectors) and software (cloud service 

and calculation). The box itself is installed to the household main electricity board. It is connected to the 

household internet via Ethernet cable. It controls various electricity consuming applications so that the 

hourly electricity market price, distribution tariff and weather info are used as information to minimise the 

overall diurnal energy cost. The consumer need not control anything but she can set different profiles that 

set temperature profiles. He/she can monitor household energy consumption and heat level via mobile 

phone application. 

The service is based on possibility of hourly metering of energy consumption. One can think of the service 

as mechanical insurance against high electricity prices. The typical customer now is a household with 

electricity based heating or other commercial unit with relatively large electricity cost.  

The Clebox service allows participation to balancing services via control of heating. Typically short term 

load peaks need flexibility that does not affect home temperature levels and so the household would not 

suffer from load control. 

Cleworks has own cloud service and software via which it can administer to which service package each 

customer participates. Pricing follows fixed cost + monthly payment structure. Currently there are no real 

time energy metering services associated with the Clebox service.  

Many electricity retailers have already included in their webpages information about the Clebox product as 

about 50 % of all new electricity contracts are based on hourly spot prices.  
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Example 1 of the energy saving potential based on the Clebox control: 

 

 

Case Open Utility (UK) 

 

Case Ngenic (Sweden) 

 

Case Hafslund (Norway) 

 

Example 2 holiday accommodation resort Vuokatti14 

 

 

 

Case Gridio (Estonia) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
14 http://www.vuokatinmaa.com/en/ 

170 m2 house with electricity heating: 

 Consumption ratio (night/day) was 45/55 and after Clebox is 60/40 

 There are 35-45 % flexibility potential for 8 peakhours 

 There are 180-190 % flexibility potential for most quiet night hours 
 

1000 similar houses means that: 

 Daily peak load can be adjusted by 1-2 MW 

 Night time power can be increased byt 6-7 MW 
 

without affecting the household living comfort. 

 

The accommodation resort Clebox application includes the following properties: 

    Smart solution to each apartment’s energy consumption control 

    Apartment reservation system can be connected to the Clebox system  

    Clebox controls automatically several different electricity heating systems (including water boilers) 

 Saves personnel costs as many functions are automated 

    Increases living comfort and improves energy efficiency 

 Calculates daily energy consumption profiles based on energy spot prices and weather conditions 

 Can be connected to security system (locks and detectors) 
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How much clebox can save? Two examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

200 m2 house in city of Oulu 

The house has floor heating storage system. Clebox installed 01/2015 

 Consumption Energy cost* 

2014 24726 kWh 2703 euros 

2015 19139 kWh 1631 euros  *energy costs include distribution cost 

 -5587 kWh -1072 euros 

The two years were very similar in terms of outside temperature 

 

 

170 m2 house in city of Oulu 

The house has direct electricity heating system. Clebox installed 05/2014 

 Consumption Energy cost* 

One year without clebox 24980 kWh 2750 euros 

One year with clebox 23920 kWh 2328 euros  *energy costs include distribution cost 

  -1060 kWh -422 euros 

The two years were very similar in terms of outside temperature 
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Case Ngenic 
 

We shall also look at a Swedish case. Swedish company Ngenic15 provides a smart energy cloud based 

service (Called Tune), which is mainly focused on households that have electrically or district heated water 

based heating systems. The software that has been developed by the company calculates optimal heating 

based on outside temperature and also electricity prices (for those households that have spot-price 

contract16).  Ngenic Tune consists of the following: 

Figure 9. The indoor Ngenic sensors 

 

 

Figure 10. Outdoor sensors 

 

                                                           
15 https://ngenic.se/en/ 
16 In Sweden this is not so common as in Finland. Sweden does not have so widely hourly metering as Finland has. 
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Figure 11. Link to cloud 

 

 

Figure 12. In the cloud 

 

 

The company has several pilot projects on aggregating heat pumps and controlling these via their cloud 

service. In Uppsala there is an ongoing project (with currently 250 heat pumps participating, aiming at 500) 

that are connected to the Ngenic cloud service.  During 2015-2016 winter the similar project showed that 

100 heat pump optimisation saved 6000 euros during the highest peak hour by optimising against 

distribution cost alone (not against price).  
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The pricing of Ngenic Tune service  

With monthly payment option:  2 495 SEK + 49 SEK/month 

Which includes: 

 Control box 
 Indoor sensor 
 Gateway 
 DC-adapter 
 Ethernet cable 
 Y-cable 
 Wire cutter 
 Manual 
 Reset kit 

Tune is ‘do it yourself’ system but the company offers Installation for 990 SEK 

As a reflection of the costs of changing heating systems a Swedish DSO experienced a change of the heating 

system of 100 homes from oil to heat pumps just in 10 years. In order to cope with the new load in the grid 

the local DSO had to invest 1 MEUR, for only the 100 homes. It is difficult to imagine that the DSO can get 

the money back on the normal tariff. The needed investment was made for a load situation that occurs 

during a couple of hours per day just a few weeks per year. The alternative could be to control load of the 

heat pumps to avoid the local grid overload. The cost of installing 100 Tunes is 50 000 euros including 

lifetime subscription. A significantly lower investment for the same effect, a stable grid.  

Ngenic will also test to connect Tesla-owners with heatpump owners and let them deal on power as a 

sharing economy irrespectively where they are located. 

 

Case Reactive technologies17 
Reactive Technologies Ltd. has developed a cloud-based solution for corporate customers – via its 

Tradenergy  service18. Using expertise in both communications and energy, the company has created a 

cloud-based software platform that uses mass communications to maximise inherent operational flexibility. 

The company provides demand side management services19.  The company does not provide hardware 

equipment (like control box/sensors etc.) as such and instead the platform connects directly to industrial 

automation systems. The main focus is on B2B marketing where client’s production or consumption is 

integrated to the Reactive technology company’s service. Typical customer currently is a large commercial 

or industrial player with some own power generation or own energy procurement. Reactive technology 

deals with these customers directly or via their energy supplier. 

                                                           
17 https://www.reactive-technologies.com/ 
18 https://www.tradenergy.com/about-us/ 
19 Control and management of energy consumption within the distribution network 
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The service concept involves connection/integration of software applications to the customers’ electricity 

consuming devices (pumps, heating/cooling etc.) or their production (PV, wind, batteries). The service can 

be scaled to cover millions of connection points. By controlling generation and/or consumption, via the 

Tradenergy platform, the company participates in spot markets and in reserve and balancing markets. All 

different markets can be participated simultaneously. Currently Reactive Technologies operates in UK and 

France. 

In order to optimise forecasting accuracy for day ahead markets Tradenergy reads weather data, market 

analysis data and historical consumption data as inputs. For reserve markets with fast response time 

requirements, Reactive Technologies have developed extra fast and accurate frequency measurement 

technologies. This helps the company to participate in highly lucrative reserve markets for extra fast 

frequency response. 

 

Case GridIO20 (Estonia) 
GridIO is a platform which solves the aggregation issue to give the market the necessary access and scale. 

For example, a simple domestic electric water heater can generate 100€ per year if connected to demand 

response/reserve market. GridIO gives possibility to generate cash from an existing residential or small 

business infrastructure.  

GridIO is a software platform that aggregates all the electric water heaters that are connected to the power 

reserve market. GridIO runs a self-learning algorithm that calculates the power reserves of hundreds of 

thousands of EWHs. This enables the possibility to offer capacity on power reserve markets. As a TSO can 

request power reserves at any moment, GridIO will re-calculate the power reserves in real time and 

remotely switch off the electric water heaters and thereby start to generate revenue. The second 

important feature of GridIO is the ability to predict the consumption pattern of each electric water heater 

for the coming days. This enables GridIO to maximise the capacity they can offer and hence increase the 

revenue. On top of that, they can predict when people are likely to use hot water, and thus ensure that 

customers will have hot water when they need it.  

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20 https://gridio.io/ 

https://gridio.io/
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   Figure 13. Gridio control unit 

 

Technically every electrical appliance can be viewed as a power reserve source. Instead of increasing power 

generation during high demand, GridIO shifts the consumption and demand balance. For example the 

electric water heater does not need to be switched on 24/7. GridIO switches off the EWH for intervals of 1 

to 15 minutes, which has a minimal impact on the personal comfort. Big data consumption analysis allows  

to predict the consumption: when we see that the customer is likely to use hot water, they will turn the 

boiler on again. Every minute when the existing electrical device - be it electric water heater or floor 

heating - is on the power reserve market, the GridIO clients make revenue. GridIO platform will connect 

household, small business HVAC systems, EV, energy micro producer (wind, solar) to global energy markets 

- thereby making revenue on the power reserve markets.    

 

3. Interviews with experts  

The interviews covered a wide range of market players in electricity market: retail and wholesale energy 

companies, network companies, trading companies, financial companies, investors, IT companies. This 

allowed a wide range and a heterogeneous focus to the issues that confront Finnish/Nordic electricity 

markets in near future and in the longer run. The main theme was energy cloud type of service models but 

this is of course related to the overall development of the market and type of generation portfolio the  

country has. Norway, for example, has much less incentive to develop virtual power plant type of services 

than Germany or Finland as Norway is almost 100 % hydro dominated system. Below topics are reflections 

of the current and forthcoming challenges and possibilities in Finnish and Nordic electricity market area. 

The main focus is on Finnish market.  
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Views of current situation of cloud services in Finnish/Nordic market  

As a general view the respondents all considered Finland as being in the forefront of development of ‘smart 

metering’ applications that typically adjust energy use on hourly basis (using Nordpool Spot day-ahead 

prices).  This has come evident in international conferences and exhibitions where many European 

representatives have been testing applications that have been already used/sold in the Finnish markets. 

Finland is among the first countries in Europe in which households have been installed hourly metering. 

Finland is also very advanced in terms of use IT Technology in households and virtually every household in 

Finland has strong internet connection. Availability of internet and hourly metering have given Finnish 

electricity users opportunity to utilise hourly optimisation of their heating need. Currently about 50 % of all 

new electricity contracts are Nordpool spot price related contracts (fixed margin + Nordpool spot price). 

There are number of companies providing smart metering services and pilot studies on large scale 

batteries. Finnish examples show that there is already a good start to utilise availability of hourly metering 

and IT technology but currently there are many obstacles that prevent faster development. Energy based 

distribution tariffs and energy taxes were two that often came out from respondents’ answers. Currently 

only one third of household electricity bill consists of energy, one third is fixed distribution and one third 

taxes. This means that currently only relatively large energy users are interested on control devices that 

save their energy costs. 

 

Regulatory issues 

According to the respondents the Finnish regulatory regime has been seen relatively slow to react to the 

changed technological environment. The energy authority (the regulator) is seen working well within the 

legal framework. It is the framework that should change. This is of course a wider issue as many electricity 

market rules are developed in European context.  

For example, solar power bought from a household cannot resale as solar power by the retailer that bought 

the power. This is because there is a rather heavy certification process that prevents uncertified electricity 

from being sold as renewable energy. The energy market authority has been challenged on the certification 

issue but many respondents indicated that they have not been able to state clear opinion or vision how this 

should be handled. 

Net-metering of the renewable power is seen another way to enhance the renewable growth. Also solar 

power is facing limit of maximum 880 000 kWh generation per year, after which the generation becomes 

subject to energy tax. Many respondents considered such limit as artificial and hampering the development 

of larger scale PV units. Currently the storage of power is taxed many times.  

 
 

Role of government and supporting the development 

Finland was seen as a ‘developing country’ when it came to energy policy and or supporting the renewable 

energy. Finland has relatively strong electricity network (both transmission and distribution) and Finland 

has relatively good access to Swedish and Norwegian hydro power to be utilised as flexibility reserve. These 
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two facts have contributed to the fact that there is no immediate need for Finnish energy policy makers to 

speed up the conversion towards the new electricity market.  

From the investor point of view Swedish green certificate system was not considered an optimal system as 

it creates risks (as certificate prices vary a lot). When a government is designing support mechanism it 

should take into consideration of the risk issue, which of course is reflected in the required rate of return. 

According to some of the respondents the Swedish green certificate system was seen less efficient in 

creating investments than the Finnish premium tariff system. In Sweden wind investment leverage ratio is 

50-50 while in Finland this is 20-80 (20 % own capital). It was reminded, however, that this is only question 

of how to cover risks via futures market. In Sweden it is possible to cover both certificate and spot price 

risks via forward contracts. 

Costs of wind power generation have come down (as has been the case for PV). In late 1990s the only 

economically feasible wind farms (even with support) could be located at coastal places of Finland. Now 

even the inland sites have become also profitable. The improved efficiency in generation capacity can be 

verified from the Finnish Honkajoki site where in 2013 several wind units were first installed. In 2015 the 

same site was extended and the new generators produced 35 % more power than the 2013 units. 

Major factor in generating power is the height of the wind generators21. With new wind generators the 

price of 50-60 Euros per MWh would suffice. Currently there is a lot of unused potential in wind generators, 

for example use of their inverters to support network when the wind generator is not running at full 

capacity. 

The most efficient way to develop battery technology and applications is ‘bottom up’ i.e.  via market 

participants’ commercial applications. Batteries allow optimisation and arbitrage between day-night price 

levels and will improve market efficiency.  

When two-way electricity markets develop, meaning that consumers participate more actively there is 

need to get the customer interested to participate. When new products are being developed these need to 

be ready and working when they are tested. In Finland the start-up funding institution TEKES, for example, 

often requires international focus. Many respondents asked how a product can be marketed globally if it 

has not been penetrated solidly to domestic market first. 

It was seen important that there would be state level support or incentives for applications that increase 

flexibility in energy use and help balancing. The role of aggregators is still unclear. There is an ongoing study 

of aggregator role in EU. It is important to make clear rules how aggregators affect balance responsible 

participants’ duties and payments. 

The situation now is that small electricity companies have no means to develop flexible solutions and use 

cross-subsidisation. 

According to many respondents, the two main technologies that dominate renewable development are 

Wind and PV. In Finland it is relatively easy to handle hourly, daily or weekly (or even monthly) need for 

                                                           
21 Wind power is = 0.5*P*A*V^3 where P= air density, A= rotor area (pi*r^2) and  V= wind speed.  
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balance adjustment. The real challenge is seasonal adjustment: November to March months are more or 

less out for PV and summertime PV generates more than needed. The challenge is increasingly large until 

battery technology breaks to the market in a big way (10 + years?). Elsewhere in Europe where problems 

have become earlier (due to relatively weaker network infrastructure and/or due to smaller generation 

reserves) the governments have been more active to support battery technology. In Germany it is common 

today that PV systems are bought with batteries. 

 

Distribution / tariffs 

The amount of small scale electricity generation connected to distribution network increases all the time. 

As an example, Southern Finnish distribution company reported that a number of small scale generation 

points were 350 a year ago. November 2016 the number is over 1000 reaching close to 2000 by end of this 

year.  

These new connections are small (5kV) and generate mainly for own usage. In general the Finnish 

distribution network is strong and such development is not seen as problem in near future. Customer is 

making saving from not needing to take power from the network (and not from feeding into the network, 

which has much lower tariff). Taking power from the network costs in the order of 15 cents per kWh while 

feeding power receives around 2 cents per kWh. 

According to one view there is possibility that some of Finnish electricity retailers will be driven out of the 

market as companies like Google enter the energy market. Such large players have much higher resources 

to compete in the market. 

Finnish TSO, Fingrid, calls for flexibility. The important thing would be to develop incentives for the 

flexibility. One would be capacity based distribution tariffs.  

Distribution network companies are not allowed to operate/own storage batteries for other purposes than 

to guarantee the reliability of distribution.   Some distribution network companies are planning to test 

battery devices for the reliability backup. There are some discontents among these companies why the 

current cabling requirements could not be substituted with PV-Battery type of solutions (especially in 

remote locations)  in order to give back-up power if the areal lines are damaged due to storms. This issue 

reflects the slowness of the regulatory framework to change as technologies change. 

Distribution tariffs are forecasted to move towards power-based pricing (instead of the current energy 

based pricing).  Already now the tariffs are priced according to size of the fuses in many distribution areas. 

Also, in Southern Finland large distribution area which contained both rural and urban/city areas the tariffs 

are differentiated according to the nature of the distribution area (with rural areas having higher tariffs 

than the city areas).  

The current regulatory model in Finland supports investments in distribution sector. This may turn out to 

be expensive path, questioned some respondents.  What if the distribution grid becomes obsolete – there 

will be a stranded costs problem. 
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In general the Finnish distribution network is seen ready and capable of much larger scale of wind and PV 

power than is now the case.  

As distribution tariffs will move towards power based mode this should also mean electricity trading that is 

closer to real time. Maybe the day-ahead market is abolished? Prices will become more volatile. Weather 

forecasting accuracy is important factor that affect whether there is need to shorten the trading period. 

It was seen important that Finnish distribution would be genuinely vertically unbundled from retail 

operations. Now it is possible to transfer costs from sales to network operations and vice versa. The 

emerging Nordic Data-hub project helps the situation but a real solution would be to split distribution and 

retail operations into separate companies. At EU commission level the unbundling process is not advancing 

as Germany is against it. 

One challenge that was seen for the retail market was ‘locking’ of the customers. If customer buys 

intelligent device which optimises energy usage and spot price related electricity contract then the 

customer does not have incentive to change the retailer.  

How could the retail market develop? At least four different paths were mentioned 

Path 1 (10 year + ) where ‘open interface’ is developed for households that enables free and efficient 

information sharing. This requires Nordic (or European) level standardisation (Common Information 

Model). In Nordic context, this would require common Nordic retail market for electricity. As has been seen 

this development process has been very slow and the approach has been ‘bottom-up’ like the Data-hub 

project. 

Path 2 (5 year + ) is a continuum of the current trend where smart devices are installed to households that 

will have spot price related electricity contract.  

Path 3 (5 year + ) is characterised with new type of outsider actors with large resources and customer 

analysis capability (for example Google) 

Path 4 (5 year + ) there will be new operator, ‘flexi operator’ between electricity retailer and customer. 

Open interface is developed and standardised between the retailer and the new operator while the new 

operator and customer has non-standard and customer specific contracts. 

Above the Path 4 would facilitate Path 2 realisation. Reality could be mix of the stated paths. It was seen 

wise not to lock to any of these now and the realised path is determined by the actors of the market.  

The optimisation of the battery technology is affected by the distribution pricing. Say the spot electricity 

price during night time is 1 and during day time is double 2. It would make sense to charge batteries during 

night time and use/sell at day time (with 80 % efficiency). If energy based distribution costs and taxes are 

taken into account this does not necessarily happen. If the distribution is based on capacity based charging 

then the battery optimisation could become more economically sensible option.  

Behavioural load today is only a small part of a Nordic households' electricity consumption, except for EV 

charging. Thus altering that part is not the right focus that is giving enough effect. In general trying to 
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change peoples’ behaviour with regards to making the everyday life harder to manage is not popular. 

According to one view behavioural change is about what the customer buys in appliances and when she 

uses it. The energy system is far too complicated for the normal consumer to comprehend, and there is 

plenty of flexibility in the automated loads in the system, so why complicate it? 

 

Long term developments 

In Finland the November-March season good from the point of view wind power. With 100% renewable 

goal Finnish electricity system will find 60 000 MW generation capacity to service 15 000 MW peak load. At 

times there are huge amounts of energy that is not needed – alas the need for storing. Baseload generation 

will lessen its meaning. Finland will maintain its centralised system but this system is under attack. 

Energy markets have typically been characterised by foreseeable and slow changes. Recent technological 

changes and new market players have meant rather large changes in short time and this will continue to 

take place.  New smaller generation units are emerging while building of the network is much slower 

process. Should the TSO be more proactive in developing the infrastructure that corresponds to more 

decentralised electricity market structure?  

On the issue of development of microgrids it was reminded that as the tax base from the current networks 

perhaps falls the taxing base may switch to microgrids as the government wants certain tax income level. 

Also if the usage of current networks falls the capital costs do not disappear – who will pay these? 

Also, it may be that local grids, when successful may want to expand. This may lead to larger and larger 

networks when one may realises that the distribution area is as large as it was originally – this brings to 

question: why is the centralised system bad? 

 
 

Batteries and cars 

In Finland, the development of charging stations and customer portal for this is being developed in co-

ordinated manner by consortium called Liikennevirta22 which includes many major electricity companies 

and IT developers. The largest company Fortum has its own concept. Liikennevirta concept has been sold to 

other countries as well.   

In Norway the Oslo region distribution company reported over 30.000 electric cars in its network.  There is 

hardly any visible effect from charging these cars. The current 5% electric car share in Norway is still small 

and the distribution company indicated that only when the electric car penetration is of the order 30% 

there would be some effect on the network. One has to bear in mind, however, that Norway has 100 % 

hydro power electricity market which makes the adjustment easy. The below picture shows current 

electricity car situation and two different scenarios within the Oslo area. 

Figure 14. No of E-cars in Oslo region, two scenarios 

                                                           
22 https://virta.fi/?index 
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In Germany the situation is different. German distribution network is much weaker than in Finland or the 

Scandinavian countries.  

In Finland there are couple pilot projects involving large scale batteries. An efficient usage of storages 

would call for power based distribution tariffs. If the batteries are located in household sites then of course 

the tariff structure is less of an issue. 

There are already now backend systems developed that allow to administer car charging devices and 

formulate user friendly interfaces. For example Siemens has made many applications in this area and in 

Finland Liikennevirta and Fortum have utilised/developed such applications (Liikennevirta uses Siemens 

system). The idea is to make it easy for the charging point owner to be connected to the electricity network 

and administer the customer front. Finnish consortium Liikennevirta has already sold its concept idea to a 

customer in Germany. 

One example of remote ’battery’ is the Kruonis Pumped Storage Plant (the KPSP) is located near Kruonis, 

Lithuania, 34 km (21 mi) east of Kaunas. Its main purpose is to provide a spinning reserve of the power 

system, to regulate the load curve of the power system 24 hours a day. It operates in conjunction with the 

Kaunas Hydroelectric Power Plant. The battery technology is still at development stage and many 

respondents indicated that maybe in 10+ year perspective the penetration of storage devices could make 

the big change. 
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Reserve/flex market 

The balancing power market that is run by the TSOs is not considered as transparent market place. For 

example the frequency controlled market place development is not clear to electricity market participants. 

If storage means are developed how the balancing market takes into account these? It was seen that the 

TSO markets should be developed in more transparent manner.  

There is huge potential for adjustment in heat markets. Currently there are no hourly metering in heat 

business. Construction business should also be integrated to the flexible energy use mode. A big question is 

how does digitalisation of houses change the situation? 

When customer participates the balancing he should get reward for this. For example, it is possible to 

device user interface for car charging where customer chooses whether the charging can be done at lower 

power level if necessary. Such charging would be less expensive and if the car user is not in hurry she would 

easily choose this option. 

In Finland electricity retailer has offered real time metering (see below case study) as additional incentive 

to acquire intelligent spot price optimising energy control.  

There are at least three different sources of advantages when a customer utilises devices that allow 

adjustment of the household energy use on hourly basis. One is for the retailer which can aggregate such 

flexibility and sell it to the TSO. The customer will get energy saving via optimising lower price hours more 

efficiently. On macro level the overall balancing is easier. 

More generally, it was pointed out the different forms of contracting have different implications from the 

point of view system operator and market incentives. 

At least in three different formats of ‘contracting’ could be identified that involve cloud based services. 

1. Consumption control via smart control technology (e.g. Virtual Power Plant, VPP) 
2. Contract based mechanisms, which can ‘bank’ one period production to another period use 
3. Mechanisms that combines small scale production and storage  

 

The contract based model has been seen as challenge to distribution companies as distribution pricing is 

currently energy based. The VPP model shifts consumption from one hour to another and as such does not 

affect that much distribution activity.  The storage optimisation will become important feature when the 

no. of E-cars increase considerably and storing devices becomes more available.  

Contract based model allows to the generator to bank income from sale of electricity to be used in other 

period. For example, when solar panel owner sells its power at spot price and can use the income in 

autumn time for electricity bill payment.  From the efficiency point of view the owner gets 100 % efficiency 

from her surplus energy (as she is compensated according to the spot price). From the point of view power 

balance optimisation, the contract based model may pose challenges. Such contract may give incentive to 

generate during summer and cause power shortage in winter. The contract based system differs from VPP 

with this respect.  
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Nordic electricity market 

The Nordic power exchange (Nordpool) was seen good but slowly developing market when the 

development is seen from the point of view total system utilisation. Each country has separate energy 

policy, different transmission infrastructure (Sweden and Norway being weak internally) and the common 

goals develop slowly (for example the Nordic retail market).  The Day ahead market is of course seen as 

success and despite the transmission bottlenecks the Nordic market is good example of working 

international electricity market that gives efficient energy price signals. 

Nordic market as a whole is seen large enough to be able to handle current and future challenges. The 

critical issues will be development of cross-border transmission capacities and common energy policy and 

common view of future development of the energy market. 

Norway is nearly 100 % hydro dominated market which make its flexibility unique. Norwegian government 

has started to support development of electricity car usage and in Oslo region alone there are over 30.000 

electricity cars (mainly Teslas). The charging of these cars has not caused any notable effects to the local 

energy companies. Norwegian hydro power will be in high demand in future as well and it will not 

necessarily be available in Nordic market alone.  

The Nordic electricity market is often quoted as pioneer and model of cross-border electricity market 

design providing market based hourly spot prices (Norpool Spot) every day. The Hydro dominated Norway 

and Sweden are good partners for more thermal dominated Denmark and Finland. As the intermittent 

renewable power sources (especially wind power that has been supported) increase their share (at the 

same time when coal condensing plants are being shut down) the need for flexibility becomes evident.  

In principle, the vast hydro power reserves in Norway and Sweden could handle very large scale regulating 

need in the Nordic area as a whole.  In practice, the inadequate transmission capacities (both within some 

countries and across countries) restrict availability of this resource. As energy policies are not co-ordinated 

within Nordic region the development of the electricity market is not seen to be advancing as quickly as it 

should.  Generally it was seen that the cross-border transmission capacities are more often bottlenecks that 

would be optimal. Recently announced new 3. AC connection investment between Sweden and Finland was 

welcomed. 

Finland has particularly great need to develop its regulating market as the coal condensing capacity has 

been reduced, imports from Russia decreased and with increase in wind power capacity (target 2500 MW 

by 2020). Finland has been among the first countries to adopt hourly based energy metering at household 

level. This has enabled hourly responsive intelligent applications to optimise energy consumption. 

In general there is no need for energy cloud type of services in Norway which is totally hydro dominated 

system. In Sweden there are some applications emerging and with increasing wind power penetration the 

flexibility and storing issue will become more important in Sweden as well.  In Sweden the construction 

industry has been active in utilising geothermal power. Adjusting geothermal pumps is not straight forward. 

In Germany and Italy the battery technologies have been subsidised heavily and their usage have increased. 
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Nordic market should have goal of standardised retail markets (in similar manner that the teleoperators are 

standardised).  

From the point of view of new investments the current lower market prices has been problem. In USA and 

Canada the model of investment has been that of power purchase agreement (PPA)23  which ensures the 

investor a steady return to the investment. 

Before storing becomes common (less than 5-10 years) the market prices will become more volatile. We 

will see more and higher peak prices. Consumption is large unused resource that can and should be used 

more. The problem is that new technologies are poorly packaged for consumer market and marketing is 

too technically oriented.  

In Finland wind and PV remain supplementary means of energy sources dues to the seasonal variation in 

the weather. This may change in long run if the storing technology develops considerably.  

About 50 % of new household electricity contracts are based on the Nordpool spot prices. About 15 % of all 

contract base in Finland are spot price related contracts. For retailers such contract is favourable. Once 

household is having such contract there is little incentive to change the retailer. For retailers getting new 

customers is large cost component.  

It seems that there is not going to be large scale wind investment program in Finland. Sweden is moving 

into opposite direction. In Sweden there is already 6000 MW wind power and much more coming as the 

government has decided to abandon nuclear power and Sweden is to be 100 % renewal electricity 

generating country by 2040.  

What could the long run (30-40 year) distribution network look like? Maybe robot cars charging household 

batteries or delivering hydrogen (use of power-to-gas technology)?  

In Germany it is common that customer buys batteries with solar systems. In general the purchase of PV 
systems is much more customer oriented in Germany than in Finland. It seems that only recently some of 
the largest Finnish companies have packaged the total system provision under one product and with 
ordinary customer in mind (instead of the engineering oriented way that has prevailed).   
 

Digitalisation 

 

One of the key issues in the future electricity market development is the data management. This is related 

to more generally digitalisation development that we have witnessed during the past 10 years. The below 

figure illustrates the point 

 

 

                                                           
23PPA is a contract between two parties, one which generates electricity (the seller) and one which is looking to 
purchase electricity (the buyer). The PPA defines all of the commercial terms for the sale of electricity between the 
two parties, including when the project will begin commercial operation, schedule for delivery of electricity, penalties 
for under delivery, payment terms, and termination. 
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Figure 15. development of No. of devices and applications 

 

Source: HPE presentation 

The number of digital devices is increasing from 12,5 billion in 2010 to roughly 100 billion by 2020. The 
most stunning increase is, however, the number of applications which is estimated to be one trillion by 
2020. One main reason in the increase of applications is that via applications service and product suppliers 
get valuable information on preferences of consumers. Data is being analysed by specialised platforms with 
huge computing capacity.  
 
The data-analysis from the applications bring valuable information to the business development. Electricity 
as such is not very interesting product. Consumer values warm living and warm water. Via the applications, 
that are becoming more popular, energy companies can get valuable data on how consumers use their 
electricity consuming devices. The Nordic DataHub project will provide valuable input for the data-analysis. 
 
The lesson from tele operators’ experience for the electricity sector could be that customers are hesitant to 
make large investment payment associated with new services. Payment per month is what the customer is 
interested in. 
 
Also, and more importantly, the lesson from other industries is that just product selling could/should be 
extended to product service selling. With data-analysis and maybe with regional co-operation retail 
companies or network companies could find new business models. Good example of such co-operation is 
the electric car loading system Liikennevirta, which has been already exported to other countries as well. 
 
Data management becomes also valuable from the system point of view as new flexibility devices (eg 
Clebox, Fortum Fiksu, Ngenic Tune) become more popular.  If such devices start to control load together 
(and there are lot of these) there might be relatively large ‘on-off’ type of situations and the question arises 
could these devices be synconised in such a way that large changes in load are avoided? 
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Overall the future business-development in the electricity market is more and more consumer behaviour 
driven and this requires information from the applications that connects consumer to their electricity using 
devices. 
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